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IPv6 for Enterprise Networks (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2011

	Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) is the next version of the protocol that is used for communication among devices of all types on the Internet. IPv6 has been in existence for many years, but recently the deployment of IPv6 has accelerated greatly in the enterprise. IPv6 has been under continuous development and is maturing as real-world...
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Medical Management of Diabetes and Heart Disease (Clinical Guides to Medical Management)CRC Press, 2002

	This state-of-the-art reference details current and effective symptom-specific strategies for the diagnosis and management of diabetic patients-emphasizing the exploration of therapeutic options available for the treatment of accelerated coronary complications associated with diabetes.

	

	Addresses the pathophysiology underlying...
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CorelDRAW: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Corel-Authorized Guide to CorelDRAW X4
Create fine art and commercial graphics with one powerful tool! CorelDRAW X4: The Official Guide shows you how to get a visual message across with impact and style; edit photos; build captivating layouts; and compose scenes in a clean, attention-getting style. Learn how...
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Professional Visual Studio ExtensibilityWrox Press, 2008
Professional Visual Studio Extensibility
    Are you ready to extend the capabilities of Visual Studio to become more efficient and productive? Whether you want to integrate optimized builds, enhanced programming tools, or other rapid application development features, this unique resource shows you how to develop customized...
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Professional K2 blackpearl (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Built on Microsoft technologies including Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, SQL Server, Microsoft Office 2007, and Visual Studio 2005 and 2008, the latest K2 [blackpearl] release provides you with mature workflow management systems that can automate processes or pull together people, services, and systems. You’ll get an introduction to...
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HDR Photography Photo Workshop (Wiley's Photo Workshop Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Expand your artistic vision with HDR photography

By artfully blending multiple exposures, you can create images with incredible detail, photos that mimic fine paintings, surrealistic imagery — once you understand the process, your options are virtually endless. This book explains the tools you need to get started and how to create...
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Secure Java: For Web Application DevelopmentCRC Press, 2010

	Most security books on Java focus on cryptography and access control, but exclude key aspects such as coding practices, logging, and web application risk assessment. Encapsulating security requirements for web development with the Java programming platform, Secure Java: For Web Application Development covers secure...
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Deploying OpenStackO'Reilly, 2011

	
		This book is aimed at developers, technologists, and system administrators eager to
		understand and deploy cloud computing infrastructure projects based upon OpenStack
		software. It is intended to provide the reader with a solid understanding of the Open-
		Stack project goals, details of specific OpenStack software components,...
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Big Data Application Architecture Q&A: A Problem - Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Big Data)Apress, 2013

	Big Data Application Architecture Pattern Recipes provides an insight into heterogeneous infrastructures, databases, and visualization and analytics tools used for realizing the architectures of big data solutions. Its problem-solution approach helps in selecting the right architecture to solve the problem at hand. In the process of...
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Exam Ref 70-687 Configuring Windows 8.1 (MCSA)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Fully updated for Windows 8.1! Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-687 - and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of configuring Windows 8.1 in the enterprise. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA or MCSE...
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Global Brand Strategy: Unlocking Brand Potential Across Countries, Cultures & MarketsKogan Page, 2003
In Global Brand Strategy, Sicco van Gelder tackles this central issue head on. He shows how both global and local brand management need to agree on a common basis for their brand strategy and planning. Drawing on his extensive experience, he has created a unique framework—the Global Brand Proposition Model—which enables them...
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Alternative Energy Edition 1. (3 Volume set)Thomson Gale, 2006
"The editors ably achieve their goal of showing students the connections between science and people's lives in the nineteenth century, thus helping to make both science and history more relevant to their own."
  --  ARBA (2002) (ARBA 20030201)

"These volumes offer a perspective on how scientific...
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